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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral � Leader of the House) [10.00 pm]: I move � 

That the house do now adjourn. 

Western Power Job Losses � Adjournment Debate 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan � Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [10.00 pm]: I had not 
intended saying anything tonight, but I have recently been perusing the media online and have discovered that 
yet again the Minister for Energy has sat on his hands in this place and allowed 110 jobs in Western Power to be 
lost to Western Australian workers today. A couple of months ago about 120 jobs in Synergy went out of the 
business and into the private arena offshore. Today 110 workers in Western Power have lost their jobs.  

Hon Peter Collier: I saved heaps of jobs in Synergy. 

Hon KATE DOUST: The minister did not. He might have saved a bit of money but he has put 110 people out 
of work. This should not come as a shock to the minister, because I know that he has been receiving 
correspondence from delegates who work in Western Power. They have been raising the matter directly with 
him, seeking his support and assistance to work through the negotiation phase, to assist them and to give the 
guidance that they need, and trying to get him to encourage Western Power to do the right thing to assist these 
people to keep their jobs. I know that because the correspondence that has been forwarded to him as minister has 
also been sent to me by Mr Len Hall. I know, as other members will know, that over the past month or so a series 
of rolling stoppages have taken place in Western Power. People in this area do not take that type of industrial 
action unless they are absolutely desperate and have been pushed to the nth degree and believe that they must do 
something to force the company to sit down and negotiate on a fair and equal footing. That obviously has not 
happened, and today 110 Western Australian workers have lost their jobs. With 120 Synergy workers and 110 
Western Power workers losing their jobs, the minister is not doing his job to look after the best interests of 
Western Power workers under his portfolio. 

Hon Peter Collier: That is rubbish. 

Hon KATE DOUST: It is not rubbish. 

Hon Peter Collier: You know what happened with Synergy. That is not right. 

Hon KATE DOUST: The minister is sending those jobs offshore. If I find out at some point that those jobs have 
left this state for India, I will be having another chat with the minister.  

Hon Peter Collier: I will not let that happen. 

Hon KATE DOUST: The minister will let it happen. He opened the door, and he has done it again today. The 
secretary of the Australian Services Union, Wayne Wood, has talked about the fact that these people have lost 
their jobs and have been dehumanised. Long-term employees and workers for Western Power have had their jobs 
simply defined as roles. Western Power has talked about the need to provide efficiency cuts. It may be that 
Western Power wants to provide efficiency cuts so that it can fund its infrastructure cost needs. Maybe Western 
Power needs to look in other directions. Maybe it needs to look at how management is structured, what 
management does and how it expends money. It will be interesting to see what the minister�s review has done 
about that. There are now 110 workers and 110 families affected in this state because those workers no longer 
have jobs. The minister needs to answer to that and to develop a proper strategy to keep jobs here in Western 
Australia. It is getting harder and harder for people to find work. 

Hon Peter Collier: Don�t you think I�m doing that? 

Hon KATE DOUST: The minister is not doing that at all. The response sent to Mr Hall was one of the most 
vanilla responses I have seen. We have come to expect that from the minister. The senior minister next to him 
will give the Minister for Energy the right advice to calm down. I want to share with the chamber the words of 
wisdom and support from this minister to this delegate from the ASU who implored him to help stop the 
bullying ways that were being used in the negotiation process. In fact the words from Mr Hall in his letter were, 
in part � 

� Certified Agreement forced onto us yet we still don�t have anything from our list of demands in the 
agreement. This isn�t Negotiation!!!  

Unfortunately these types of Bullying tactics are now used in all Western Power Roll outs and policy 
changes which leaves the loyal and hard working Salaried staff of Western Power who stuck with the 
company through the Boom years (with little financial reward) getting kicked around and shown no 
respect at all.  
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That is the tone of the letter that was sent from Mr Hall and I imagine it would have taken a lot of courage to 
write directly to the minister saying he needs his help. That letter was sent to the minister on 2 April. In the 
response he sent on 22 April, the minister stated, in part � 

I understand that Western Power is committed to securing a mutually beneficial outcome from its 
current negotiations with the ASU.  

I do not know how losing 110 jobs is mutually beneficial for the people who are no longer employed. The 
minister also talked about when discussions with the Australian Services Union commenced and the list of 
requests.  

I understand that one thing Western Power was looking to do was to make changes to things like entitlements to 
long service leave. I understand that Western Power workers currently have that entitlement after seven years, 
and that Western Power was proposing to move that forward to 10 years, which is quite a substantial change for 
people who have been working in that environment. I know that, as a former teacher, the minister would have 
enjoyed similar provisions for long service leave. I imagine that in his employment situation if his boss had come 
along and said to him, �Right, Peter, we�re going to change your conditions�, the minister would have jumped up 
and down about it�would he not? He would have said that it is not right. 

Hon Peter Collier: I never took long service leave once. 

Hon KATE DOUST: No, unfortunately we got the minister, didn�t we? 

Hon Peter Collier: That is right. 

Hon KATE DOUST: My point tonight is that the minister has been directly asked by people who work in that 
part of the industry for help. He has given a very bland response; he has effectively sat on his hands and left it up 
to Western Power to deal with it. As a result, 110 people have lost their jobs. 

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

Hon KATE DOUST: You�re the minister; you carry the can at the end of the day! The minister is responsible 
for ensuring that these workers in Western Australia and their families have jobs, have income, have futures, and 
he consistently � 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us address the comments through the Chair, and then I am sure the member will 
not get any interjections. 

Hon KATE DOUST: The President is so right and I should talk to him about how useless this minister is�how 
he consistently lets down workers and families, how we are consistently seeing job losses happening in his 
portfolio area, firstly, with Synergy � 

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order!  

Hon KATE DOUST: Mr President, he simply will not allow me to continue unabated, but I think we need to 
put on record that he does not attend to his portfolio. I hope in due course to add my words to those of Hon 
Ljiljanna Ravlich and expand upon how he does not perform in the energy area.  

However, we have a much, much deeper problem�a crisis for 110 families of those workers; I do not know 
what they will do. I do not know where people go when they have lost jobs in that area and without notice. They 
are long-term, loyal, hard-working people. Western Power has said it has to have efficiency cuts to fund its 
network costs, and these are the same network costs that this minister has now canned for the 330-kilovolt line 
from Collie to Perth, and it has canned a range of other projects that just will not happen. As a result, it is always 
the way�in due course I am sure that Hon Jock Ferguson will share his experiences of dealing with employers 
as well�that when employers want to find the soft target, want to save a few dollars and trim around the edges, 
they will always sacrifice their employees; they will always sacrifice the soft target. This minister has allowed 
that to happen today as well; 110 families are now feeling the brunt of his lack of activity, concern, commitment 
and compassion for workers in this state. I think that at some point he has to sit up, take charge, take on the job 
that he is paid to do and start saying to these bodies that he has management over, �What are you doing to 
protect Western Australian workers? What are you doing to ensure that people in Western Australia have an 
income, that they can pay their bills and that they can have hopes for their families and hopes for their future?� 
He has totally ignored this; he has allowed these bodies to take shortcuts.  

This is not the last of it. I hope to ask a series of questions about this matter. The minister needs to wake up and 
he needs to do his job. This minister is not doing his job; he is letting down people in this state. After today, 
there are another 110 people who have suffered as a result of his incompetence in his portfolio. 
 


